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Abstract—As HPC I/O evolves beyond the challenges of large
I/O performance, several new Lustre features - Distributed
Namespace (DNE) 2, Progressive File Layout (PFL), and Data
on Metadata (DoM), when combined with flash-based Lustre
targets, can provide metadata and small-file performance
improvements to applications transparently. To improve the
execution of single-directory operations and increase the
scalability of overall metadata operations, Striped or Remote
Directories with DNE2 can be configured with multiple
MDTs. For small-file I/O, Progressive File Layout with flash
and disks can be used to optimize small- and large-I/O by
seamlessly storing files on flash-based MDTs or specific flash
OSTs. This paper will share performance results that
demonstrate the scalability benefits of metadata performance
using striped or remote directories as well as small-file
performance with DoM and Flash OSTs with PFL, both with
and without Cray’s block I/O accelerator (NXD) configured.
Keywords-component; Lustre, metadata, flash acceleration,
benchmarking, performance.

I.
INTRODUCTION
As new community versions of Lustre are released,
planned enhancements and features come available. With the
latest major releases of Lustre (2.10, 2.11 and 2.12) came
significant improvements to several technologies enabling
enhanced performance and storage efficiency. Specifically,
technologies such as Data on MDT (DoM) [1], Progressive
File Layouts (PFL) [2] as well as previously introduced flash
acceleration technologies from Cray, such as NXD [3, 4],
alleviate some of the historical challenges posed by working
with Lustre, namely IOPS and small I/O dependent
workflows. In addition, improvements in Lustre metadata
management, specifically, the ability to manage a larger
number of metadata in a single directory, requires better
understanding and fine tuning. Several of these technologies
and techniques can be used in strategic combinations to make
later versions of Lustre more capable.
As flash-based storage solutions in the form of
accelerators, storage tiers or stand-alone storage solutions
become more common, the interaction between Lustre
enhancements and IOPS-capable storage components is
increasingly important to understand. Only a few sites
worldwide use all flash-based storage, while most utilize flash
as an integrated component (a.k.a “Burst Buffer [5]).
Optimizing an expensive, flash-based storage solution today
requires extensive planning and fine tuning.
As demands on HPC storage increase and will continue to
grow in the ExaScale era, overprovisioning with additional

hardware is no longer an acceptable method to improve
system performance. Using hardware more efficiently, adding
intelligent software features to enable data placements and
staging, as well as providing tools for data movement will
achieve significantly better improvement gains at lower cost
than adding hardware. The new Lustre features described
above, coupled with the interaction between traditional HDDbased storage and newer solid-state components, can support
true ExaScale systems in the data-centric world of highperformance computing.
II. AIMS OF THIS STUDY
The focus of this study is to objectively evaluate several
recent performance enhancements in Lustre and compare their
use on current productions systems, as well as examine their
effects on more complex workloads. While NXD has been the
topic of several previous studies [6, 7], the combination of
new Lustre features paired with several different flash based
acceleration technologies is also a significant part of this
study.
III. SYSTEMS AND METHODOLOGY
The following hardware and software
configurations were used for the study.

system

A. Storage System and Clients
• 2x metadata units (ClusterStor L300 AMMU), each
with two MDS nodes and two flash-based MDTs,
each in a 10-device RAID 10 configuration using 20
Seagate (ST3200FM0033) SSDs and 20 Samsung
(MZILS3T8HMLH/007) SSDs in separate enclosures
for a total of 4 all flash MDTs.
• 1x ClusterStor L300F with two OSS nodes each with
a single RAID-10 OST using 10x Seagate
(XS3200LE10003) SSDs
• 2x ClusterStor L300N each with 2 OSS nodes and 2
OSTs based on 6 TB Seagate Makara drives
(GridRAID 41[8+2-2]) and 2 SSDs for NXD
• Up to 64 client nodes (FDR connectivity)
• EDR InfiniBand non-blocking fabric
B. Software
• Lustre 2.11.0 client and server software
• CentOS Linux release 7.5 (client and server OS)
• Spectre/Meltdown - enabled kernels on clients,
disabled on servers
o Client: 3.10.0-862.el7.x86_64
o Server: 3.10.0-693.21.1.x3.1.9.x86_64

•
•
•
•

ClusterStor Neo 3.1 B23
NXD 3.3.0
IOR version 2.10.3 [8]
MDTEST version 1.9.3[9]

C. Test Environment
To clearly demonstrate the Lustre features analyzed in this
study, a number of different I/O methodologies are used.
1) Effects of DoM on Random 4KB Writes I/O
Using various DoM sizes between 64 KB and 4 MB, and
writing 1,000 to 250,000 files, using different file sizes
ranging from 32 KB to 8 MB to keep a constant aggregate
dataset size. As the file size increases, the number of files
written would decrease accordingly. DoM was configured
with DNE2 to transparently use all four of the flash MDTs.
Two sets of benchmarks were run, one with NXD turned off
and one with NXD turned on using a bypass (breakpoint) of
32 KiB. All NXD data was flushed between each run to ensure
an empty cache. The files were written with IOR, using
random I/O with a 4KB block size, to examine write IOPs.
The benchmark setup used a PFL layout where the first extent
of the files was written to MDT with DoM and the remaining
extent of the files were written to the HDD tier with and
without NXD enabled, to analyze the results with random
4KB I/O.
2) Effects of PFL on Random 4KB Writes I/O Using an
All-Flash Tier
Using a tiered namespace with 2 flash based OSTs and 4
HDD based OSTs separated into 2 OST pools, and using PFL
to place the initial writes on the flash pool and the subsequent
data on the HDD pool. Both the size of the initial PFL writes
(64 KB – 4 MB) as well as the file sizes were varied (32 KB
– 8 MB), and by adjusting the file count from 1,000 to
250,000, a constant aggregate dataset size was maintained. As
the file size increases, the number of files written would
decrease accordingly. As in experimental setup 1, two sets of
benchmarks were run, one with NXD turned off and one with
NXD on the HDD tier turned on using a bypass of 32 KiB. All
NXD data caches were flushed between each run to ensure an
empty cache. The files were written with IOR using random
I/O with a 4KB block size, to examine write IOPs. The
benchmark setup was similar to a PFL layout with DoM, but
instead of using MDT to write the first extent layout, this setup
uses flash OSTs with the HDD tier and also has a benchmark
setup with a PFL layout where the first extent of the files were
written to the flash OST tier and remaining extent of the file
written to the HDD tier with and without NXD enabled to
analyze the results with random 4KB I/O. The paper will
analyze some differences between a PFL layout with DoM
compared to a PFL layout with a flash OST tier for the first
extent of the file, while writing the remaining extent of the file
to the HDD tier.
3) The “Noisy Neighbor” Problem
A set of benchmarks examining the effects of two
conflicting workflows on the file system were run. PFL was
used with the all-flash tier in an attempt to isolate a smaller
I/O workflow.

The “foreground” I/O process used IOR to create large,
multi-GB sequential writes to the storage using 64 MB
transfers and a fixed time of 180 seconds for writing and 60
seconds for reading. With this large sequential workload
running across 3 iterations, the “noisy neighbor” I/O was
created using MDTEST writing 1MB or 4MB files. NXD was
negligible for this test due to the larger file size being
generated by MDTEST for this workload, and we wanted to
generate a “noisy neighbor” workload indicative of real
application workloads. The test used flash targets, SSD-based
OSTs on the L300F, with PFL to absorb the noisy neighbor
workload. The paper will also compare results of absorbing
the “noisy neighbor” workload on the MDT flash targets
instead of using L300F flash OSTs to achieve similar results.
4) DoM and Sharded Directories
Using a sharded directory over all 4 MDTs, MDtest was
used to create 4 million empty files (1M per MDT). The
resulting file operations of creates, stats, reads, and unlinks
were compared using both unique and shared directories as
well as with or without DoM.
IV. RESULTS
The different benchmark models used in this paper were
designed to highlight specific features and their possible
benefits to complex I/O workflows. While the data used for
the specific I/O patterns were created by standard
benchmarking tools, the specific parameters were chosen to
simulate workflows that the authors have seen in production
systems.
1) Effects of DoM on Random 4KB Writes I/O
When writing files of different sizes to the storage
solutions, the results only focused on the PFL layout where
the file size is written to both the flash MDTs with DoM and
to the HDD tier, to examine the effect of NXD disabled and
enabled has on this workload (Figure 1). As we focused
specifically on write IOPS (rather than throughput), a
significant benefit of DoM plus NXD enabled on the HDD tier
can be seen when comparing the measured write IOPS of each
file with compared with write IOPS achieved with DoM and
the HDD pools with NXD disabled. Due to this specific
workload, using a random 4KB block size to write various file
size, the combination of flash MDTs to store the first extent of
the file with the remaining extent of the file written to the
HDD tier with NXD enabled has a positive impact on
increasing write IOPs due to the fact NXD is enabled, which
fits nicely within the bypass size of 32KB block size.
However, it is important to note that if the random I/O
benchmark setup chose a block size larger than the NXD
bypass size, e.g. 40KB instead of 4KB, than NXD will have
zero impact on improving IOPs.
2) Effects of PFL on Random 4KB Writes I/O Using an
All-Flash Tier
In this set of experiments, the DoM flash component was
replaced with all flash OSTs storage pool optimized for IOPS
rather than throughput. As it was not the intent to compare a
pure SSD-based OST pool with an HDD-based one, we used
the same basic PFL layout to allow the first extent of the file
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Figure 1 - Effects of DoM using various PFL settings with and without NXD. Data not hitting the HDD tier are removed for clarity.
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Figure 2 - Effects of PFL with a flash-based tier on IOPS using various PFL settings with and without NXD.
Data not hitting the HDD tier are removed for clarity.

to use the flash tier as the primary storage target and the
remaining extent of the file be written to the HDD tier, with
and without NXD enabled. The results in Figure 2 only
focused on a PFL layout in which the file is written to both the
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Files/MDT
File Create/s
0 KB Files - Unique Directory
1 048 576
167 611

File Stat/s

File Read/s

File Unlink/s

753 885

602 834

346 796

1 053 564

787 548

373 597

0 KB Files - Shared Directory
1 048 576
148 974

428 402

605 334

187 857

1 048 576

332 047

823 025

189 968

1 048 576

352 809

174 572

Table 1 - Effects of DoM on sharded (DNE phase 2b) directories using zero length files.

for this benchmark setup, due to the random 4KB block size
that was used to write out the data sets, which fits within the
NXD bypass setting of 32KB block size.
3) The “Noisy Neighbor” Problem
The baseline results depicted in Figure 3 show the basic
throughput of a 2 SSU ClusterStor L300N system showing
that under optimal settings, each SSU can deliver more than
12 GB/s read or write performance from Lustre 2.11 to a
sufficient number of clients. Adding the “noisy neighbor”
workload to compete with the sequential streaming workload
has a significant effect on overall throughput with a 20 – 30%
impact. Adding a PFL slice on the all flash-based L300F
alleviates the impact, but to reach baseline levels, the PFL size
needs to be able to accommodate the entire small I/O file size.
The results illustrate that, with the 4MB file size competing
workload on a PFL layout of only writing first 1MB of the
first extent size of the file to flash OSTs, performance
degrades further than just having the two workloads compete
for resources on the HDDs alone. This indicates that the I/O
profile needs to be well understood to tune the PFL layout and
optimize performance.
4) DoM and Sharded Directories
Comparing metadata performance (Table 1) using DNE
version 2b and a shared directory spanning 4 MDTs with or
without DoM showed significant variability where DoM
significantly improved file creates (110%), stat (40%) and
reads (30%) using unique directories but had no effects on
unlinks.
On shared directories, the impact was much less
pronounced with file creates being slightly enhanced and
reads were up some 30%. Stats was significantly impacted
whereas the other components were essentially unaffected.
Even though the performance gain is slightly enhanced, single
shared directory capabilities are improved with the ability of
leveraging multiple MDTs which increases functionality over
just single MDT.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results generated in the different experimental setups
are an extract of a much larger set of benchmark studies.
However, the main findings do highlight the intended aims of
this study while still generating some surprises.
Based on the results from tests 1-3, NXD has a profound
effect on the write IOPS performance of a Lustre system
working together with flash-based targets, MDTs or OSTs.
But let’s examine the results obtained without use of NXD for

a moment. DoM has been heralded as the solution for writing
large numbers of small files to a Lustre file system as the data
would require significantly fewer RPCs to secure the data on
disk, whereas earlier versions of Lustre required the metadata
to be created, the OST assigned and the data committed to said
OST despite it being only a few bytes in size. However, the
current implementation of DoM (Lustre 2.11) does not reflect
the anticipated small I/O performance on writes due to the
additional open-close to commit the data to the DoM partition
still needs to perform from the client to the MDS, compared
to flash OSTs.
Comparing the PFL of using DoM for the first extent
compared to Flash OSTs, looking at Figure 2 and comparing
the same results from Figure 1, with or without NXD enabled
in the HDD tier, flash OST demonstrates higher write IOPs
versus MDT with DoM using 4KB block size. Reviewing
Lustre architecture with less RPC overhead and less latency,
writing to DoM should have at least shown comparable results
to flash OSTs, but the results indicate otherwise. It is possible
that the random I/O benchmark setup is better suited to flash
OSTs rather than a MDT with DoM or there might be a write
limitation with DoM when using Lustre DNE2 at the same
time.
However, even with this additional open-close commit,
DoM increased the write performance compared to writing
small files to the HDD OSTs between 20 – 40% depending on
file size. But this performance is not a given as the specific
PFL settings to achieve a DoM enhanced I/O need to be
adapted to the I/O pattern of any system. In addition, all the
data reported here is for write performance. Comparing read
performance using DoM, the effect is ~ 100% better over
HDD (data not shown) as each read requires a single RPC and
the data is read from SSDs and read performance for DoM
outperforms reads on flash OSTs by up to 3x. Even if the
results show flash OSTs are favoring write performance over
flash MDTs, reads on DoM are favorable over flash OSTs due
to the less RPC overhead and less latency reading data already
written to the MDTs.
Comparing the effect of DoM with an OST pool based on
all flash arrays is also interesting as the concept is basically
the same: small files and the first blocks of larger files are
committed to a flash-based tier but in this case, the flash
component is significantly larger and used exclusively for data
I/O. The overall results of experiment 1 and 2 show a very
similar profile with PFL on the all flash arrays, providing high
IOPS results as one would expect. However, the fact is that
PFL is consistent in behavior and delivers significant
performance enhancements when tuned correctly. And therein

lies a challenge in understanding the I/O profile. Before using
PFL on a production system, one needs to look closely at the
pattern of user I/O on a given HPC system. While it would be
helpful to provide guidance on specific settings that improve
general purpose I/O, the problem is that no two production
systems are identical, nor do they use the same set of software
packages, have the same types of data or the same number of
concurrent users. Therefore, such guidelines would not
improve performance of a given system; more likely they
would have a suboptimal impact and the investment in
expensive SSD or NVMe based components would not be
justified.
Lustre is designed for large streaming I/O and it is
commonly known that mixed I/O workloads significantly
reduce the performance of a storage solution, especially if one
of the workloads is a small, random I/O pattern. While we
have shown before that NXD can solve some of this problem,
specifically random small block I/O, [7] it does not allow for
dynamic allocation nor works for random I/O with varying
data block sizes. Using PFL and an addressable flash tier,
MDT or Flash OSTs, allows for better dynamics and can
essentially restore the streaming I/O on a Lustre file system
with complex I/O patterns. While this currently requires
careful analysis of the I/O patterns, it could conceivably be
enhanced by real time analysis of I/O with associated
adjustment of the PFL scheme on a given directory of an OST
pool.
One additional area where Lustre is improving is metadata
performance. However, metadata performance is not a single
measurement, but rather consists of many different
components, each with different characteristics and
limitations. For example, file create is known to be a single
threaded process in the metadata server and scales, more or
less, linearly with CPU clock frequency (data not shown),
regardless of the devices used for the MDT storage. Metadata
stats, on the other hand, are exclusively read dependent and
benefits greatly from SSD based MDTs. Using multiple
metadata targets and sharded directories did indicate a positive
effect of DoM when writing a million files into unique
directories but had no effect on performance when using a
single shared directory. DoM did produce a significant benefit
on file reads regardless of the type of directory structure used.
However, with Lustre 2.11, the overall assessment of DoM on
metadata performance was not entirely clear and there is a lot
of variability. The benefits of multiple MDTs with sharded
directories is seen when doing single directory operations, in
which multiple MDTs can participate to improve operations
in a single directory, where historically Lustre can only use a
single MDT for single directory operations.
To summarize, the recent enhancements seen in Lustre
2.10 and above do indeed show improvements in
performance, specifically IOPS dependent I/O. However,
with the current set of tests, these improvements depend
heavily on understanding the application I/O profile and
tuning Lustre for the specific profile to accelerate mixed I/O.
What is clear, however, is that SSDs are here to stay and will
in time take most , if not all, I/O intensive (whether that being
throughput or IOPS) from current enterprise HDD based
systems although the latter will be around for many years to

come to satisfy the ever increasing need of capacity. With
increased use of flash, and high capacity SSDs and HDDs, the
number of files in a single namespace is also growing, and
with new Lustre Features, such as DNE2, multiple MDT
targets are becoming a requirements to manage larger amount
of files and directories, and single directory operations are
becoming critical to support more entries than historically
what was allowed.
Bridging the paradigm shift requires careful planning and
insights into one’s workflow patterns as well as tools to
manage automatic tiering, data staging/de-staging as well as
more advanced data movement and migration.
FUTURE WORK
The results reported in this paper are based on pure
benchmarking tests and should be seen as indicative regarding
real-world production codes and I/O workflows. As Lustre
2.11 and newer versions gain prominence in the user
community, similar studies using in-house developed
software or commercial codes should be done to further
validate or modify the findings in this study.
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